Welcome
…to my second newsletter of 2019, which you can also download from my website. Brexit related issues have proved chaotic since my
last update at the end of January, so apologies for the Brexit section being extended to bring you up to date with events
so far. Brexit impacts on so many other issues it’s hard to escape from it these days, but I’ve managed to cover
a few unrelated, constituency related matters too. With all best wishes.

Westminster Update
Brexit
As this newsletter is going out on the
day the UK was meant to leave the EU,
I’ll recap on the Brexit chaos so far …
The PM deferred the “Meaningful Vote”
in December - to face an unprecedented
defeat on her deal by 432 votes to 202
on the 15th of January. The next day
the UK Government survived a vote of
no confidence by a mere 19 votes. After
its first humiliating defeat Ian Blackford
stated the deal ”must not come back
again” but back it came on the 12th of
March for another defeat of 391 to 242
votes. This second “Meaningful Vote”
had also been postponed since
February. The House then voted in
favour of ruling out leaving without a
deal and seeking to extend Article 50 in
the following days - a change of heart
from the 14th of February when Ian
Blackford’s proposed amendment advocating the same scenario - was
defeated.

I put it to the Parliamentary UnderSecretary of State for Exiting the EU that
if the UK Government had properly
engaged 2 years ago with the devolved
Administrations, and held meaningful
talks on the Scottish Government’s
paper “Scotland’s Place in Europe” they
would not have found themselves
having to blackmail the House into
choosing between a bad deal and no
deal. On the 18th of March the Speaker
ruled that the PM’s deal could not
come back for a third vote, unless
substantially changed. The PM was
then obliged to ask the EU for an
extension to the article 50 period
adding she was “not prepared to delay
Brexit any further than 30 June”. The
European Council agreed to extend, but
the date was contingent on agreement
being reached before 11pm on the 29th
of March. Given Mrs May’s reluctance
to move her “red lines”, and the
consequent lack of consensus, some
progress was made on the impasse
when the House voted to control
parliamentary business on the 27th of
March to consider indicative options on
alternatives to the PM’s deal.
Meantime, she sacrificed her position in
the event of getting her deal through
and brought it back to the House minus
the Political Declaration, only to face
the indignity of another defeat of 344
to 286 votes on what was supposed to
be Brexit day … the madness continues.

Universal Credit (UC)
The multifarious problems around UC
are ongoing. My SNP colleagues and I
highlight the many issues that people
face whenever we can. On the 11th of
February I prompted the Minister for
Employment about the High Court
decision that found the DWP had been
unlawful in its UC work assessment
periods because, despite a month
having passed, hard-pressed families
were still being penalised and receiving
payments on a four-weekly basis. I
asked the Secretary of State to commit
to making a statement to the House on
how this appalling anomaly is to be
rectified. On the 14th of March I also
asked the Minister for Women and
Equalities to support Dr Philippa
Whitford and other SNP member’s calls
for the introduction of separate
payments of UC to protect victims of
domestic violence and financial
coercion. I await a written update.

Active in the constituency
Friends of Inchyra Park

Feel Good Project

On the 2nd of February I joined the
Friends of Inchyra Park in planting a
community orchard. There was a
fantastic turnout from the public on
what was a very cold morning.
Tremendous work has been carried out
by everyone involved in this community
venture. A very “Well done” to you all.

I recently visited Lady J’s
Hair Salon in
Grangemouth to hear all
about the great work of
the staff and volunteers
of the award-winning
‘Feel Good Project’. On
the first Monday of
every month, Jill
Lawder, the owner of
Lady J’s, and her army
of volunteers supported by the
Macmillan one to one team from NHS Forth Valley - offer free beauty treatments and
advice to local women experiencing hair loss due to cancer treatment. It is clear that
Jill and her team are offering much more than just treatments as there is a real
community spirit to the project. They really care about the ladies who come to the
Feel Good Project and gain a real sense of personal satisfaction from volunteering.
Unfortunately, they cannot help infinite numbers of women, I would therefore
encourage as many salons as possible to follow Lady J’s lead by setting up their own
‘Feel Good Project’. If any other salons would like any help or guidance in setting up
their own ‘Feel Good Project’ they can contact Jill directly on 01324 473567.

A Link between Parliament and the constituency
Santander Closures
A cross-party debate, which was secured by
my SNP colleague David Linden MP, was
held on the 14th of February in Westminster
Hall about how the recently announced
Santander closures affects local
communities. I took part and conveyed my
deep concern that the Bathgate branch of
Santander will close in April; 1 of 140
closures across the UK. I emphasised the
anger felt in my constituency over this
decision because when Santander decided
to close their Linlithgow branch last year
their rationale cited one of the reasons was
the availability of a branch in nearby
Bathgate. At that time they encouraged their customers to move to Bathgate; when this closes customers will have to travel to either
Livingston or Falkirk for the nearest branches, which takes the bank out of the Linlithgow and East Falkirk constituency altogether.
The actions of the bank so far offers no assurances that these branches will not also close in the near future. It is a farcical decision
and a betrayal of its customers, especially those who are elderly or vulnerable and less likely to use online banking services as,
despite moves towards online and telephone banking, people still depend on the face-to-face interaction and services they can only
get in branch.

